MinerParts.com
Here are some tips for setting up our mining rig frames. You can find these along
with photos and such at:
https://minerparts.com/rig-instructions

 Use the middle row of screw holes for your motherboard. They’re closer to
the CPU/RAM. They will provide much better support if you need to apply
pressure to install your CPU/RAM/CPU Fan.
 You can unscrew the top of the “rear/middle” GPU support. This will make
it easier to reach your motherboard. We only used one screw on each side
to make it easier for you. After you work on your MOBO, install the CPU,
ram, fans, etc. Then re-install the rear GPU support before setting up your
GPUs.
 This frame is designed to be used with PCIe USB powered risers. If you
don’t have them, you may need to move the middle support back an inch
or two. Ribbon cables are designed differently.
 Zip ties can be chained together to make one long zip tie. You can connect
up to 4 to fit around your PSU. I set the PSU over the top of the two back
supports and alongside one of the side rails. That way when it is zip tied it
may move a little but won’t move too much. I can pretty much pick up the
entire rig and move it without fear of the PSU sliding off.
 Personally I prefer woodscrews for my MOBO. Some people zip tie theirs. If
you use woodscrews you do NOT need to push them in all the way. If you
apply too much force you can damage the motherboard. However, you
really just need to make sure the motherboard doesn’t move too much.
Make sure the screw is in 80% or 90%. You don’t need to make it too tight.
If you do you will damage the motherboard.
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Frequently used terms:
MOBO = Motherboard
GPU = Graphics processing unit
PSU = Power Supply Unit
CPU = Central Processing Unit (The intel or AMD processor)
RAM = You know what this is right? Random Access Memory
Zip tie or cable tie = interchangeably used to refer to the nylon plastic ties used to
hold parts down, tie up cables, etc. They have locking mechanisms so they can be
joined together to make even longer connections.

Spare parts:
There should be extras. You don’t have to use all the screws or cable/zip ties. We
wanted you to have plenty.
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